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Table 03 - Wind Pressure Summary 
However, the critical load combination was 0.3G+0.5Q which does not include the force applied by 
the wind, leaving the forces/loads acting on the first level to be as following: 
 

 
 
 
 
Table 04 - Loading on first level floor 
4.2 Design Calculations 
 
Following will be the order of design calculations: 
Appendix C: Wind Load Calculations 
Appendix D: Load Calculation on each floor 
Appendix E: CLT Floor Design Calculations 
Appendix F: Glulam Beams Design Calculations 
Appendix G: Glulam Column Calculations 
Appendix H: Internal CLT Wall Design Calculations 
Appendix I: Design for Connections 
 
Following will be the Summary of Design sections determined after the Calculations: 
• CLT floor- CL5/175 
• Glulam Beam- G17 165mmx260mm 
• Glulam Column- G17 165mmx325mm 
• External SIP wall- 165mm thick SIPs 
• Internal CLT wall- CL3/85 
 
4.2 Connections 
Purpose of using connections is to provide strength and stability to the structural 
elements along with stiffness and ductility. For the elements to bear the applied load 
and maintain its integrity, the connections should be strong enough to hold them in 
place. 
Connections are used along with fasteners (nut and bolt, welding, etc.) to adjoin two 
panels together or two members together. They are available in all sizes and types and 
it is up to the Engineer to design the correct connection to each elemental connection 
to bring up an efficient design. 

 

Types of Connections used in the Accommodation Building. 
1) CLT panel to panel on the floors 
 
For this purpose, the most suitable connection type is Half-Lap joint connection where 
a half-lapped joint is milled at a plant. Fastener type used is self-tapping screws. 
 
This connection supports normal and transverse loads but do not support moment 
resistance (Augustine 2008). It does a quick job at connecting CLT panels on site or off 
site but with a risk of splitting of the cross section due to concentration of tension 
perpendicular to grain stresses in the notched area. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8 - Half-Lapped joint close up 
 
 
2) CLT floor to CLT wall 
As metal brackets are used along with screws or nails to connect walls in transverse 
direction, it is the best option for wall to floor connection of CLT panels. It has high 
strength, but fire resistance quality is very poor.Figure 9- Metal Brackets connection system 

3) SIP panel to panel on external walls 
Spline joint connections are used as they are inserted into matching grooves or plows, along the 
edges of two boards (SIPs). It provides mechanical strength and offers mating face-grain-toface-
grain contact, which gives glue something to hold onto (Woodcraft 2009). 
 

 
 
 
4) Glulam Column to Glulam Beam 
A fin plate connection consists of a length of plate welded in the workshop to the supporting 
member, to which the supported beam web is bolted on site which is ideal for the connection 
between the Glulam column and beam. Even though it is relatively inexpensive, often far away 
from a lateral and torsional restraint. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

See appendix for more 
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Executive summary and Research innovation: 
The construction of the design focuses on the modularity being robust as well as creating spaces out  
of adaptively re-used materials that are constructed in a fast and timely manner as well as producing  
a design adaptable to any site in the most sustainable way.  
 

Community and Client Value: 
The design delivers community value with a large sprawl of vegetation throughout with  
vertical elements allowing the vegetation to spread. The clients have places for community  
gathering through the pockets on the terracing as well as large outdoor café and decking areas.  
There are areas being infilled with greenery and elements such as pop-up bars, food trucks  
and games such as ping pong to allow for the space to be forever changing. The design also  
allowing the occupants to retreat when need be, into their own private modules. 
 
The potential for new technologies: 
The design has the potential for new technologies through the floor plate connection. The  
connection of floor plates through clip-like figures allows the design to have rapid construction  
time frames. The design will also feature elements such as internal blind systems that adjust  
to the daylight, alongside clip on, clip off facades. Furthermore, through the use of connector  
types such as stirrup brackets it allows for ease of access and connection which has not been  
used a lot in industry. The stirrup bracket allows for the modules to connect easily and be 
rearranged to the manufacturers and client’s needs. As the sips panels are being used and the  
fire rating must be considered, the idea of new technologies has been taken into consideration 
through the layering of materials. This allows the design to be aesthetically pleasing through  
the weathertex material, but once layered on the sips panels and gypsum board creates a fire resistant design.  
This therefore meaning the new technology or system which can be applied  
is through the layering of more sustainable materials to not only be aesthetic but also be fire 
rated and not have to use heavy materials and increase thickness.  
 
Design for Manufacturer and Assembly: 
The design will further be produced for manufacture and assembly through the CLT timber  
connections in the floor design, with the ceiling connection having fork like clips. The larger  
two-bedroom modules are spilt into two parts, whereas the one-bedroom module can be its  
own module allowing for the ease of construction. As the modules stack in an even manner,  
all services line up as well, as do the windows, allowing for the speed of construction due to  
the linear duplication. Design for manufacture and assembly has been considered further  
through the use of recycled materials and materials which can be recycled. The timber and  
red brick found on site being used to create walls and boundaries within the site in a pleasant  
architectural way. Furthermore, reducing the types of materials allows for simplicity and ease  
of construction and disassembly. This further reducing the need for different components to  
connect all modules. Once the modules are connected, they will further connect through  
mechanical and not chemical connections to create a modular design which reduces impact  
on the environment. The connections further being common and therefore require common  
tools and equipment, not specialist equipment making it easier to assemble and disassemble.  
As the stirrup bracket is being used it allows for minimum connection and access to all  
connection points is adhered too. The stirrup bracket allows for repeated reuse. The use of  
prefab further meaning it is lightweight and connection points can easily be identified for  
manufacturers.  
 
New Construction system: 
The new construction system therefore being the floor and roof clips allowing for ease of  
transportation. The smart materials which will be used will be solar panels to allow for the  
apartments to generate their own solar energy power. Secondly, the use of clip on and clip off  
facades allowing for the design to be altered and lastly; the use of smart building materials  
such as weathertex and sips. These materials allow for an airtight design which can before fire  
rated and also aesthetic. The building has a high building performance due to the use of CLT timber as the frame.  
The efficient manufacture of the modules being evident through the  
replication of each of the modules. This meaning the timber will be cut to the same sizes,  



allowing for the speed of construction with the aid of robotics. The modules are highly  
efficient as the clip on façade shades the modules to not allow for an intense light. The sips  
keep the modules airtight and the blind allows for the light to be altered. 
 
High building performance across the whole building lifecycle: 
Building performance has been taken into consideration through the careful selection of  
materials and connection types. This therefore means that through the careful selection of  
timber such as CLT and glulam beams, the longevity of the building and its structural integrity 
has been greatly considered. The steel stirrup brackets allow the building to have high building  
performance through the material. The connections points having the ability to be connected  
and disconnected multiple types without issue. The timber is able to be recycled and reduced 
in the future. As for the sips panels, the waste during the production of panels is recyclable.  
The OSB board is from managed plantations and being produce from sustainable harvested  
spruce thinning. This therefore means all stages in the building lifecycle have been considered 
through the reuse of materials, careful selection of material and connection types. 
 
Process and professions in transdisciplinary design approaches: 
As the project entails the close relationship with engineers, construction techniques as well  
as elements such as plumbing, electrical and carpentry, etc, will be incorporated. The cross  
disciplinary approach is evident through the need for the engineering of elements as well as  
aspects such as the clip on, clip off facades. Through engagement with the engineers, the loads  
of the designing were able to be calculated to create a design which useslimited materials but  
also are able to load bear. As the modules are connected via stirrup brackets and some  
modules need to be brought to the site in two parts, the CLT load bearing wall acts as the main  
connection alongside the floor plates. Through the use of stirrup joints, this allows for  
structural integrity, multiple uses and through the weather text cladding can be hidden once  
easily arranged. Use of elements such as spline joint connections allows the CLT load bearing  
wall and other elements to easily connect to one another. The combination of the engineers 
and architectural knowledge has meant that structure is structurally strong whilst having a  
pleasant aesthetic design. The use of sips panels, stirrup connectors and CLT load bearing walls,  
means that the design produced a 90/90/90 fire rating wall which is being aesthetic, air tight  
and reduced the amount of materials used. 
 
Innovation and circular economy 
The circular economy has been considered with the adaptive re-use of the red brick and  
timber on site as well as the timber and brick blending with the site and characteristics of  
Fremantle. The sips panels will create an airtight design through a polymer foam and OSB3  
board which is produced from spruce thinning and managed plantations. Furthermore, the  
climate emergency being considered through the use of fire rated gypsum where need be as  
well as the weathertex external façade. The circular economy is also considered through the 
reducing of materials and careful selection of materials. The re-use of red bricks and timber  
alongside use of sips walls creates a design which has the ability to be reused, and recycled  
whilst reducing impact.Resilience and sustainability response to the climate emergency: 
The climate emergency is considered through the use of materials, connections and footings.  
The screw piles allow for a design which is heavily rooted into the ground allowing for the  
design to be structurally sound and allowing for window loads to be factored in. The climate  
emergency is further considered through the sips panelling and weathertex and gypsum board  
layering. The layering of weathertex onto sips panels has created at 90/90/90 fire resistant 
design. The sips panels together with the layering of gypsum board and weathertex reduces  

the spread of fire, even though there is little risk in the area. 
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